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Some More Horse Tradin'
Misty of Chincoteague
If I Ran the Horse Show
A collection of twenty anecdotes about the Texas West, specifically tales from the
corrals, livery stables and wagonyards by the old horse traders. The author is a
semi-retired veterinarian.

Maine Horse Doctor
From Douglas Adams, the legendary author of one of the most beloved science
fiction novels of all time, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, comes a wildly
inventive novel—in trade paperback for the first time—of ghosts, time travel, and
one detective’s mission to save humanity from extinction. DIRK GENTLY’S
HOLISTIC DETECTIVE AGENCY We solve the whole crime We find the whole person
Phone today for the whole solution to your problem (Missing cats and messy
divorces a specialty) Douglas Adams, the “master of wacky words and even
wackier tales” (Entertainment Weekly) once again boggles the mind with a
completely unbelievable story of ghosts, time travel, eccentric computer geniuses,
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, the end of the world, and—of course—missing cats.

Evidence-Based Horsemanship
“Far more than a book about how to care for a horse, though it stands out as one
of the best on the subject . . . beautiful” (Susan Richards, author of Chosen by a
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Horse). This unique guide to horsemanship incorporates Eastern philosophy to
describe how horses understand and respond to the flow of vital energy around
them, and how they use this energy, called chi, to communicate with their herd,
express dominance, and sense predators. Written by the award-winning author of
The Scalpel and the Soul, and including forewords by Monty Roberts and Dr. Robert
Miller, Zen Mind, Zen Horse shares safe, simple techniques to make you more
receptive to your animal’s chi, so you can develop a calm and effective training
style that will not only help your horse follow commands, but strengthen the
spiritual bond between horse and rider.

Doctor Star and the Kingdom of Lost Tomorrows
Calling all young equestrians and Cat (in the Hat) fanciers! In this latest installment
of the Cat in the Hat's Learning Library, the Cat introduces Sally and Nick—and
beginning readers—to all things horsey. At his Super-Tremendous-Stupendous
Horse Show, the Cat explains how horses and people have worked together since
ancient times; the difference between fillies, foals, yearlings, mares, colts, dams,
sires, and stallions; horse anatomy from nose to tail; the work of a farrier, Western
vs English riding; and much, much more—including fun facts about 13 of the most
popular horse breeds! Fans of the new PBS Kids preschool science show the Cat in
the Hat Knows a Lot About That! (which is based on The Cat in the Hat's Learning
Library) will whinny with glee over this new addition to the series!

Dirk Gently's Holistic Detective Agency
Dr Hoof is a horse doctor. He only treats horses. But when he moves to a new
town, he realises that he is the only horse around. How can he find some new
patients and some new friends?

The Horse and Buggy Doctor
Where do we turn when work is draining, a friend lets us down, or we can't take
any more news stories or political controversies? We turn to animals. We watch
and share heartwarming videos of animals and the people who love them. For over
a decade, Callie Smith Grant has been helping people celebrate our animal friends
with her delightful collections of stories, and she's back with more true stories for
horse lovers. With contributions from both well-known and up-and-coming writers,
this heartwarming collection is the perfect way for animal lovers to decompress
and remember God's good gift to us in the majestic, calming, inspiring, and even
silly horses he created. Horse owners, horse lovers, and horse dreamers will adore
these uplifting true stories.

Doctor Hoof
Nobody could capture the Phantom. She was the wildest mare on Assateague
Island. They said she was like the wind, that the white “map” on her shoulders was
her mark of freedom. Paul and Maureen Beebe had their hearts set on owning her.
They were itching to buy and tame her, and worked hard to earn the money that
she would cost. But the roundup men had tried to capture her and for two years
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she had escaped them. Pony Penning Day holds a surprise for everyone, for Paul
not only brings in the Phantom, but her newborn colt as well. Can Paul and
Maureen possibly earn enough to buy them both?

The Modern Horse Doctor
Containing Practical Observations On the Causes, Nature, and Treatment of
Disease and Lameness in Horses Embracing the most recent and approved
methods, to an enlightened system of Veterinary Therapeutics, for the
preservation and restoration of health With illustrations

How to Become an Equine Veterinarian
Feeding is the foundation of every horse's health, and every owner cares about it,
but answers can be hard to find. Based on solid science and the author's long
experience, Feed Your Horse Like A Horse illuminates the secrets of equine
nutrition and points the way toward lifelong vitality for your horse. Part I explains
the physiology of the horse's digestion and nutrient use; Part II offers
recommendations for specific conditions such as insulin resistance and laminitis, as
well as discussion about feeding through the life stages, from foals to athletes to
aged horses. Whether you are a novice horse owner or a seasoned professional,
Feed Your Horse Like A Horse will be your most valuable resource on equine
nutrition. You'll begin in Section 1 with an up-to-date overview of nutrition and
horse physiology that is designed for everyone, from the novice to the lifelong
horseman. Section 2 will empower you to make the right feeding decisions that
support your horse's innate needs, regardless of his condition or activity type. As a
reference book, you have the freedom to choose which sections to read. Topics
include: Choosing the right hay or concentrates Helping easy and hard keepers
How vitamins and minerals work Recognizing and eliminating stress Importance of
salt and other electrolytes Treating insulin resistance Reducing the risk of laminitis
Recovery for the rescued horse Nutrient fundamentals Dealing with genetic
disorders Managing allergies Alleviating arthritis Diagnosing equine Cushing's
disease Preventing ulcers and colic Feeding treats safely Pregnancy and lactation
Feeding the orphaned foal Optimizing growth Optimizing athletic work and
performance Changing needs as horses age Considerations for donkeys and mules
Juliet M. Getty, Ph.D. is a consultant, speaker, and writer in equine nutrition. A
retired university professor and winner of several teaching awards, Dr. Getty
presents seminars to horse organizations and works with individual owners to
create customized nutrition plans designed to prevent illness and optimize their
horses' overall health and performance. Based in beautiful rural Bayfield, Colorado,
Dr. Getty runs a consulting company, Getty Equine Nutrition, LLC
(GettyEquineNutrition.com), through which she helps horse owners locally,
nationally, and internationally. The well-being of the horse remains Dr. Getty's
driving motivation, and she believes every horse owner should have access to
scientific information in order to give every horse a lifetime of vibrant health.

Feed Your Horse Like a Horse
A horse of nineteenth century England tells his life story from his early home
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through many masters and experiences, both good and bad.

The Horse Doctor Is In
"Collects issues #1-#4 of the Dark Horse Comics series Doctor Star and the
kingdom of lost tomorrows."

Horse Doctor
A rogue. An outlaw. An unlikely hero. Viking is the sole offspring of a savage and
vicious mare. The colt is the pride of the stable until his dam kills a groom in her
stall. Viking is a painful reminder of the tragedy, and so he is sold off. The black
colt has a coarse face and a mean curl to his nostrils, but he is beautifully
proportioned with magnificent gaits. With his teeth and thick weapon of a tail,
Viking brutalizes everyone who handles him and humiliates the best trainers in the
world until Anne O'Neil from the United States tries him. The first time she rides
him, she declares that she will not buy him if he was the last apple in the barrel.
The second time, she rides him with a different philosophy, as if he is as sensitive
as one of her Thoroughbreds, and she is amazed by the results. Kindness and
sugar turn out to be the keys to Viking's heart. Viking and Anne become rising
stars until a cruel and brutal trainer seeks to crush his spirit. A Horse Named Viking
follows the life journey of an incredible, unforgettable horse.

Adventures of the Horse Doctor's Husband
In the inimitable yarn-spinning fashion of Horse Tradin’ and Wild Cow Tales, Ben K.
(Doc) Green now takes us back with him to the deep Southwest and the never-adull-moment years he spent as practicing horse doctor—working out of Fort
Stockton, Texas—along the Pecos and the Rio Grande, in one of the last big “horse
countries” of North America. With precious little formal schooling, but with a
perfect (if sometimes profane) corralside manner and plenty of natural wit, Doc
became the first to hang up a shingle out there in the trans-Pecos country. And he
didn’t start small! The territory he had for his practice was 420 miles north and
south by 360 miles east and west. And he covered that territory by all means
known to man—shank’s mare, horseback, buckboard, and (his standby for long
hauls) a beat-up old coupe on whose body panels he kept his books in chalk. To go
with Doc on his rounds, visiting his “patients,” is a nostalgic and hilarious journey
into a spacious yesterday—and a liberal education in the kind of horse and cow
savvy of which precious little remains in the modern world. As a horseman it was a
savvy he came by naturally. But perhaps he learned most from his own research:
his own book on horse confirmation, privately published in several printings, is still
a bible among practical horsemen; his research in his own laboratory on horse
colors and pigmentation has made him an expert on what makes a “strawberry
roan” or a “coyote dun.” But the meat of Ben Green’s books is in his yarns. To hear
him tell the tales of his struggles with mean and friendly stockmen, yellowweed
fever, banditos, poison hay, and “drouth”—to say nothing of his canny mix of
science and horse sense when treating animals “that ain’t house pets”—is a
100-proof old-time pleasure.
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Wild Cow Tales
Every Man His Own Horse Doctor
Black Beauty
¿Rosie the Pig¿ is a children¿s book by Dr. Rebekah Hartfield that follows the story
of young Abby as she discovers, examines and diagnosis her pig¿s case of
pneumonia with the help of her vet, Dr. H. Inside the book, there are also quizzes
and checklists to help young readers learn and retain information about animal and
pet care.

Joey
Author Elizabeth Woolsey-Herbert offers a unique and touching story of her life as
an equine veterinarian in semirural Australia. As an American living in a foreign
country for fourteen years, she observes the differences in Australia compared to
her native California. The single mother of an eleven-year-old daughter, she also
combines work and family commitments. With wit and wisdom, Dr. WoolseyHerbert faces an assortment of daily dilemmas: Charlie needs to place well in an
upcoming race, but he can't put his foot to the ground. Will he be able to race in
three days in order to qualify for the most important race of his life? Herbie has a
severe toxicity. He can't see, and he can't walk straight. His owner has big plans
for him, but will he survive the night? Cooper needs costly, life-saving surgery. His
owner, Amanda, can't afford it. What will become of Cooper? Dr. Woolsey-Herbert
deftly intermingles descriptions of Australian life and the people she meets in her
daily travels with her touching true stories. With humor and in-depth descriptions,
Horse Doctor will captivate the horse lover in you.

Rosie the Pig
The Horse of My Dreams
All My Patients Have Tales
In thirteen stories full of rope burns and brush scratches, the author of the classic
Horse Tradin’ tells of the days when he made a specialty of catching wild cows.
Ben K. Green calls himself a “stove-up old cowboy,” and readers of this book will
learn soon enough where the broken bones came from. Green tells of his
adventures with wild steers, sharing with readers the years he worked in thorny
brush and canyon country delivering those animals that were too wily or too wild
for the normal roundup. Finding them was hard, even dangerous, work. Few
cowboys looked for such chores. Green declares, “I got real good at it, but of
course in those days I didn’t know any better.”
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The Riding Doctor
For nearly 50 years I have been an equine veterinarian and horse owner in
northern New England. For the last 10, I have written a monthly column about my
love affair with horses for "The Horse's Maine & NH." Those essays are this book.
Some are funny, some sad, and some philosophical. All are practical. Each story is
true. This is not a book of "first aid to horses" or a veterinary "how to" book,
although some of that has crept in. Rather, it is my view of responsible horse
ownership. I hope you enjoy it and learn something as well.

The Diving Bell and the Butterfly
The Complete Farrier; Or Horse-doctor; Being the Art of
Farriery Made Plain and Easy. With a Catalogue of Drugs
This practical guide to equine health care is filled with sound advice that is
presented in a warm and approachable tone. Experienced veterinarian Brent Kelley
offers proven methods for dealing with a variety of medical situations every horse
owner is likely to encounter, from pregnancy and foaling to fractures and
infections. With examples drawn from real-life stories, Kelley helps you confidently
and effectively manage common ailments and provide the necessary care to keep
your horse healthy and happy.

Horse Conformation as to Soundness and Performance
As I Lay Dying is Faulkner's harrowing account of the Bundre family's odyssey
across the Mississippi countryside to bury Addie, their wife and mother. Told in
turns by each of the family members-including Addie herself-the novel ranges in
mood from dark comedy to the deepest pathos. [Suggest a different description.]

Village Horse Doctor
All My Patients Have Tales is a heartwarming and funny collection of stories by a
dedicated veterinarian featuring wild horses, porcupine-quill-covered dogs, male
cats in labor, an extremely ornery pygmy donkey, an enormous hog, as well as
many other domestic, and not so "domestic" animals. Wells begins his work as an
inexperienced recent college grad and emerges a caring and beloved veterinarian.
Affording the reader an inside glimpse into his daily life, he narrates many
uplifting, life-altering, lifethreatening, and hilarious episodes.

The Tragical History of the Life and Death of Doctor Faustus
'An honest and objective self-record that puts on paper one of the most beloved
traditions of the past and shows that the fundamental virtues for which the country
doctor was cherished have survived into the scientific present, while many not-sogood aspects of sentimental old days have fortunately been left behind.'---Books

A Horse Named Viking
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Being married to a horse doctor requires a sense of adventure, and it will be tested
again and again Justin B. Long, author of the bestselling book, Adventures of the
Horse Doctor's Husband, returns with this sequel to his internationally renowned
memoir. Long might be the business brain of the veterinary clinic, but being
married to an equine veterinarian keeps his life filled with chaos and excitement.
Just when he thinks things have calmed down, the phone rings again. Much like the
first book, this thrilling collection of rip-roaring escapades will tug at your
heartstrings and tickle your funny bone. With horses stuck in precarious positions,
rental sheep exploits, and his wife's own horse going through colic surgery, Long
takes you on an unforgettable journey through the ups and downs of animal care.
More Adventures of the Horse Doctor's Husband is a captivating collection of critter
capers. If you love animals, you'll adore this hilarious, delightful, and sometimes
heartbreaking behind-the-scenes look at life in a rural vet clinic.

The Horse Doctor Is In
This #1 New York Times bestseller is the perfect gift for the young artist in your
life! A never-before-published Dr. Seuss non-fiction book about creating and
looking at art! Based on an unrhymed manuscript and sketches discovered in
2013, this book is like a visit to a museum—with a horse as your guide! Explore
how different artists have seen horses, and maybe even find a new way of looking
at them yourself. Discover full-color photographic art reproductions of pieces by
Picasso, George Stubbs, Rosa Bonheur, Alexander Calder, Jacob Lawrence,
Deborah Butterfield, Franz Marc, Jackson Pollock, and many others—all of which
feature a horse! Young readers will find themselves delightfully transported by the
engaging equines as they learn about the creative process and how to see art in
new ways. Taking inspiration from Dr. Seuss’s original sketches, acclaimed
illustrator Andrew Joyner has created a look that is both subtly Seussian and wholly
his own. His whimsical illustrations are combined throughout with “real-life” art.
Cameo appearances by classic Dr. Seuss characters (among them the Cat in the
Hat, the Grinch, and Horton the Elephant) make Dr. Seuss’s Horse Museum a
playful picture book that is totally unique. Ideal for home or classroom use, it
encourages critical thinking and makes a great gift for Seuss fans, artists, and
horse lovers of all ages. Publisher’s Notes discuss the discovery of the manuscript
and sketches, Dr. Seuss’s interest in understanding modern art, the process of
creating the book, and information about each of the artists and art reproductions
in the book.

Horse Tradin'
In this Caldecott Honor–winning picture book, join Bartholomew Cubbins in Dr.
Seuss’s classic tale of one king’s magical mishap. Bored with rain, sun, fog, and
snow, King Derwin of Didd summons his royal magicians to create something new
and exciting to fall from the sky. What he gets is a storm of sticky green globs
called Oobleck, which soon causes a royal mess. But with the assistance of the
wise page boy Bartholomew, the king (along with young readers) learns that the
simplest words can sometimes solve the biggest problems.

More Adventures of the Horse Doctor's Husband
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Most horsemen agree that timing, feel, and balance are the holy trinity of
horsemanship. The balance is brilliant: scientific facts and the empirical evidence
to support those facts assembled by two highly respected professionals in their
respective disciplines.

The Illustrated Horse Doctor
After leaving horses behind for many years to pursue her medical career, Dr. Beth
Glosten decided it was time to ride again only to discover that, as a middle-aged
woman, she struggled with tension, awkwardness, and an aching back. Dr.
Glosten’s own frustration with riding prompted her to apply her clinical research
skills to figure out what it would take to not only create the harmonious picture of
horse and rider moving together, but also feel good while doing it. In this book, Dr.
Glosten shows others how best to improve their posture and position in order to
prevent unnecessary physical degeneration, ensuring they can ride, and ride well,
for many years to come. Readers will find basic rider anatomy that is easy to
understand, as well as over 50 step-by-step exercises geared toward developing
riding skills. Plus, Dr. Glosten has developed a systematic “Rider Checklist” to help
you keep track of your position and function in the saddle. Throughout, case
studies share rider stories that illustrate the kinds of physical challenges
experienced in the saddle in midlife, and how they can be met with proactive, painfree solutions. The result is a remarkably valuable book.

Zen Mind, Zen Horse
When he wedded a veterinarian, chasing horses down the Interstate wasn't in the
vows If you love animals, you'll adore this hilarious, delightful, and sometimes
heartbreaking behind-the-scenes look at life in a rural vet clinic.

Bartholomew and the Oobleck
This practical guide to equine health care is filled with sound advice that is
presented in a warm and approachable tone. Experienced veterinarian Brent Kelley
offers proven methods for dealing with a variety of medical situations every horse
owner is likely to encounter, from pregnancy and foaling to fractures and
infections. With examples drawn from real-life stories, Kelley helps you confidently
and effectively manage common ailments and provide the necessary care to keep
your horse healthy and happy.

As I Lay Dying
“A touching tale.” —Kirkus Reviews The heartwarming true story of a blind horse
named Joey. At the height of his show career, this beautiful Appaloosa’s majestic
stature, strength, and willingness to work made him the perfect partner. But when
an injury cost Joey his show career, he moved from one owner to the next,
ultimately experiencing severe abuse and neglect. A rescue group found Joey
nearly dead from starvation—and blind. Then he came to Hope Reins—a ranch
dedicated to helping hurting kids who had been abused, emotionally wounded, or
unwanted. By teaching these children to care for rescued animals, the Hope Reins
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staff were convinced they could reach kids with love and hope and show them that
we are never forgotten by God. But could the financially struggling ranch afford to
take care of a blind horse that no one else wanted? Could Joey somehow learn to
trust people even though the world had hurt him so badly? And what would
happen—to Joey, the kids, and Hope Reins—if they failed? A true story of friendship
destined to become a classic, Joey will touch your heart and reveal the power of
finding light in the darkness.

Every Man His Own Horse Doctor
"Im Winter ruht der Wagen, in Sommer der Schlitten, aber nie ruht das Pferd."
("The wagon rests in winter, the sleigh in summer, but the horse, never.") This old
German proverb brings home the importance of the horse to the farmer in preindustrial America. For these hard-pressed tillers of the soil in rural Pennsylvania, a
horse was a prized possession; it provided transportation, motive power,
companionship, and fertilizer. Few crises on a farm were more worrisome than an
ailing horse. Just as every household had a "domestic physician" book packed with
home remedies for human diseases, so most farmers owned a "Pferdartz" (horse
doctor book) to care for their animals. These folk medical cures involved herbs,
minerals, poultices, bleeding techniques, and even mystical incantations. Some
were bizarre in the extreme. How to treat a mad dog bite? Press the bloody carcass
of a freshly killed pigeon into the bite to absorb the poison. How to kill bot flies?
Wash the horse with a suspension of gun powder and pepper in a mixture of rum
and urine. In The Nineteenth Century Horse Doctor, Heindel and Rapp, two
Pennsylvania German researchers in drug development and medical botany,
translate and analyze over 100 veterinary recipes in a number of popular early
19th century Pferdartz from the Moravian and the Pennsylvania Dutch traditions.

The Modern Horse Doctor
In December 1995, Jean-Dominique Bauby, the 43-year-old editor of French Elle,
suffered a massive stroke that left him permanently paralyzed, a victim of “locked
in syndrome.” Once known for his gregariousness and wit, Bauby now finds himself
imprisoned in an inert body, able to communicate only by blinking his left eye. The
miracle is that in doing so he was able to compose this stunningly eloquent
memoir.In a voice that is by turns wistful and mischievous, angry and sardonic,
Bauby gives us a celebration of the liberating power of consciousness: what it is
like to spend a day with his children, to imagine lying in bed beside his wife, to
conjure up the flavor of delectable meals even as he is fed through at tube. Most of
all, this triumphant book lets us witness an indomitable spirit and share in the pure
joy of its own survival.

The Nineteenth-Century Horse Doctor
Presents fifteen tales of horse trading out on the range, recounting the dealings of
old-timers and Western characters.

Dr. Seuss's Horse Museum
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